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Abstract. With the availability of affordable high-quality recording hardware
and video management platforms lecture recording becomes a popular service
for students at a steadily increasing number of universities. Since each university
has its own infrastructure and general conditions, the introduction is still an individual process requiring a lot of technical know-how and a clear definition of the
workflow process. At our university, we currently have about 740 recorded lectures, providing students access via our Learning Management System (LMS)
Moodle and via an open source video portal. With a main focus on barrier-free
access to learning material in general and hearing-impaired students in specific,
we wanted to provide subtitles for all recordings. In addition, subtitles are also
very helpful for students who do not have German (our main university language)
as their mother tongue. Subtitles should be at least in German, preferably also in
other languages in order to support foreign students (such as Erasmus) at our
university as well. In this paper we will share our experiences how to efficiently
create subtitles in a semi-automatic way. Furthermore, we will share the lessons
learned with the introduction of the Open Cast platform and which technical
workflow we particularly defined. This workflow is optimized for a moderate
growth of recorded lectures – hence feasible for small and medium sized universities – and ensures a maximum of quality. It can be easily adapted to other universities.
Keywords: automated lecture recording, closed captions generation, recorded
lectures.
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Introduction

1.1

Background

With the availability of affordable high-quality recording hardware and video management platforms lecture recording becomes a popular service for students at a steadily
increasing number of universities. Since each university has its own infrastructure and
specific requirements, the introduction is still an individual process requiring a lot of
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technical know-how and a clear definition of the workflow process. At our university,
the introduction took three years, including one pilot year [1], [2], [3]. In August 2019,
we finally could establish the final video management system and playout platform
with the Open Source product Open Cast Matterhorn [14]. We currently have about
740 recorded lectures in our system, providing students access via our Learning Management System (LMS) Moodle and via a video portal [4]. With a main focus on barrier-free access on learning content in general and on hearing-impaired students in specific, we wanted to provide subtitles for all lecture recordings. In addition, subtitles are
also very helpful for students who do not have German (our main university language)
as their mother tongue. Subtitles should be at least in German, preferably also in other
languages in order to support foreign students (such as Erasmus) at our university as
well.
1.2

Purpose and Goals

However, creating subtitles manually is a human resource intensive process consuming
a lot of work time. Hence, we performed research in order to save human resources on
one hand and maximize the quality of the closed captions on the other hand.
In this paper, we want to share our experiences how to efficiently create subtitles in
a semi-automatic way. Furthermore, we want to share the lessons learned with the introduction of the Open Cast platform and which technical workflow we particularly
defined. This workflow is optimized for a moderate growth of recorded lectures – hence
feasible for small and medium sized universities – and ensures a maximum of quality.
It can be easily adapted to other universities.
For hearing-impaired students, subtitles are essential in order to efficiently study
with recorded lessons. Besides that, not all students have German (main study language
at our university) as their mother tongue, subtitles significantly help to improve the
level of understanding. This is also true for environments with background noises (e.g.
when watching the lectures on a mobile device on the bus) or you do not want to disturb
other people and earphones are not available.
We had three main research issues:
1. efficiently creating subtitles for about 170 recorded videos, which corresponds to
about 200 hours of video, and a moderate growth
2. finding a standardized format for the subtitles, which is human-readable and easy to
be edited and
3. creating an adapted technical workflow, which enables the seamless integration of
the subtitles into our existing open source video management and playout system.

2

Technical and Organizational Solution

In connection with the first research issue, we identified a number of commercial services, which offer a professional speech-to-text-conversion. In comparison to a simple
creation of a text script, you also have to consider time codes in connection with subtitles. This is because each piece of text (referred to as “cue”) has to be synchronically
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placed at a specific time in the video. This leads us to research issue (2) finding a proper
standardized format for representing the text and the corresponding time codes.
After a short market research, we found the format WebVTT [5], which is a W3C
recommendation. It fulfils our requirements: it is a human-readable ASCII based format, hence it can be easily read and edited with a text editor by a human and it can be
imported into our OpenCast platform to be displayed by the Paella Player [6].
We solved research issue (3) by expansion of our existing technical workflow by
adding automatic audio improvement [7], splitting the audio during import into OpenCast, and sending the audio file to a transcription service. Meanwhile, the two uploaded
video streams (teacher video with audio, transparencies / PC output) are published on
our video portal and via LTI on our LMS Moodle. After return of the audio transcript
a manual improvement step is added, then the finalized subtitles are added to the already published video and are immediately available for the students.
Before we focus on the set of tools used in order to efficiently produce and process
subtitles, we will first explain our technical workflow for the production of recordings.
This will provide a good overview how we apply all necessary steps in practical life,
how they are integrated in our infrastructure and into the open source Software OpenCast before we go into detail on the specific steps necessary for the subtitles generation.
This workflow can be easily applied to other universities.
2.1

Technical Workflow

In Fig. 1 the entire lecture recording process is visualized. The first step is pre-processing which contains the scheduling of the recordings. Since we have a central planning of the curriculum at our university, we ask teachers to provide recording wishes
in advance. The lessons are then scheduled in the appropriate rooms equipped with the
recording hardware. Additionally, we also provide requests on demand – in this case
we try to re-schedule the lesson to one of the recording rooms – and recordings during
live lessons. In the later we get a message of a new recording and contact the teacher
right after the lesson for further steps.
Preprocessing and recording.
We decided to equip our lecture rooms with Epiphan [13] hardware, which met our
technical requirements. All in all, we equipped five big lecture rooms, the aula, three
seminar rooms and our clinical skills simulation center with recording hardware and
with a camera. The recording interface can be easily controlled via a touch panel directly placed in the lecture rooms. The camera films the white board and the teacher,
next to this the PC/Beamer output can be recorded. Both streams are recorded in full
HD resolution. Furthermore, we provide the teachers with four recording pre-settings.
The first setting records PC/Beamer and the teacher’s lectern, the second setting records
PC/Beamer and the teacher’s lectern and the whiteboard, the third setting records
PC/Beamer and the whiteboard and the fourth setting records whiteboard and teacher’s
lectern but not the PC/Beamer. These easy to understand recording scenarios together
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with the record, stop and pause button – see Fig. 2 - is the entire interface for the teachers in order to fully automatically record their lessons.

Fig. 1. Technical recording workflow including subtitle generation

Fig. 2. Teacher touch panel interface for recording management

Recording management interface and automated audio improvement.
After recording is done the data is automatically transmitted as a MPEG-2 transport
stream containing both video streams synchronized to a storage. Here we programmed
an interface which allows administrators to manage and control the recordings, teachers
are decoupled from the process after recording and will be integrated only one more
time later in the workflow for the quality control. The interface – see Fig. 3- supports
the following functionality: notification per E-mail when new recordings are available,
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download of the streams separately as a ZIP file or side-by-side, automatic metadata of
the lesson (room, name of teacher, name of module and lesson, time of recording),
remote control of the recording devices and archiving functionality. Here also the first
step in connection with the efficient subtitle generation is built in: the automated audio
improvement. A good audio quality is not only essential for students but also for the
speech-to-text service, hence we transmit the audio automatically to an external service
and deliver already the improved audio via the recording management interface. The
service we have chosen due to good experiences with achieved quality and with reasonable pricing is Auphonic [7]. The service is a little bit faster than real time, meaning
that processing takes about the same time of the video length. Hence, the video is available with a small delay for further processing and publishing, which is on our site no
problem and shouldn’t be for most other universities either. Following the defined
workflow, we also use this interface for downloading the recorded material for the postprocessing step.

Fig. 3. Recording management interface for administrators with preview and remote control

Post processing and quality check.
In the post-production step we edit the recorded material. Due to the moderate number of recordings this step is currently done manually. We use Adobe Premiere in order
to add a short introduction containing name of the module, title of the lesson and name
of the teacher. Furthermore, we cut out sequences of bad quality, sometimes we add
text bubbles when students ask questions without using microphones. Then we import
the videos into our OpenCast server which renders two video qualities (Full HD and an
SD). The video is published on the video portal where first only the teachers have access. The teacher performs a quality control of the ready-to-publish material. All wishes
of the teacher will be taken into consideration – which may involve a re-editing and republishing - until they give their ok for publishing to the students.
Automated audio split, speech-to-text and manual subtitle correction.
When uploading the by the teacher approved material a special OpenCast workflow
is utilized, which does not only generate the videos in two resolutions and publishes it
on the portal and for our LMS Moodle, but also splits the audio and sends it to our
speech-to-text service Amazon Transcribe [8]. Afterwards a manual correction step is
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inserted, the by a human approved subtitle file is then manually added to the published
video. Since this takes a while - see next chapter for more details – the video is published automatically and immediately after processing the two resolutions, subtitles are
made available later on.
Playout to video portal and LMS Moodle.
The challenge for the playout software was to provide a user interface capable of
playing two HD streams synchronically and to give students the flexibility for scaling
the size of the two streams. In case the teacher shows something interesting on the
whiteboard the video with the teacher can be zoomed and in case the information is
only on the slides the video of the teacher can be switched off or made smaller. Furthermore, the player works in all standard web browsers without having to install any
plug-ins and independently of the underlying operating system. Having all these requirements in mind we chose the Paella Player [6] which is now also part of the OpenCast open source software. We decided to offer two main possibilities to access the
recorded lectures: 1) access via our LMS Moodle in order to access specific videos of
specific modules, 2) access via a video portal where you have all recorded lectures in
place ordered by courses and with a search function.

Fig. 4. VITAL video portal

In Fig. 4 the portal solution VITAL and the Paella Player is depicted. Next to the
above described functions the player offers also a variety of speed (in case the teacher
speaks to fast or too slow), a simple slide segmentation for navigation, the selection of
video quality, different layouts, and – most important with the subject of the paper –
also the provision of subtitles in multiple languages. The portal is also open source
software based on the lecture interface from University of Halle [16] and allows access
to all our recorded lectures (447 by April 2020). In connection with access rights we
defined two groups, students and affiliates, which are assigned to the uploaded videos
and grants access to the corresponding groups. Besides this of course access can be
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granted also to individuals or for the general public in case of open educational resources. The portal offers a hierarchical ordering by courses and provides a powerful
search.
Integration into our learning management system Moodle is achieved via an embedded version of this player utilizing the standardized LTI (learning tools interoperability)
interface [17].
2.2
Usage of tools for speech-to-text and subtitle editing
Based on the requirement to automatically produce a human readable text format which
can be easily corrected by a human and integrated into our OpenCast platform we performed a small market research on speech-to-text services and tools which allow the
manual correction of the produced WebVTT files.
Speech-to-text services.
For the transcription service we had the requirement that it must produce a WebVTT
file as an output. In this connection there exists a vast number of available free and
liable to pay solutions. There is a vast number of speech-to-text services available, free
and commercial ones. As a free service you can use e.g. YouTube which will automatically perform a speech-to-text conversion and also provides a WebVTT compatible
editor for the subtitles, see Fig. 5. Since we have our own video portal and storage we
did not go for YouTube, which requires the upload and storage of the files on their
server. Since our files have up to 10 GB, and also due to copyright issues this was no
feasible solution for us. Also, the speech-to-text quality was rather poor for German
language.

Fig. 5. YouTube closed caption interface

Next we tried out the commercial service AWS amazon transcribe [8]. Prices of the
Amazon Transcription service for speech-to-text are reasonable even for low-budget
universities having a moderate increase of video material. The service costs $ 0.00125
per second ($4.50 per hour), charged with an accuracy per second. In the first year, each
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month 60 minutes are free. For the transcription of the first 170 recorded lectures we
paid less than $140. The service already delivers the required WebVTT format including the time codes, which can be directly imported into Open Cast or to other platforms
/ players, supporting subtitles such as YouTube. We finally decided to go for this commercial service, because it also offers a module specialized on medical language (amazon transcribe medical) and provides more than 30 languages. Since we are a medical
university, this service fulfilled our requirements. If you do not require the medical
vocabulary, the service is even cheaper ($0.0004 per second / $1.44 per hour).
WebVTT editing tools.
What we have seen from the automatically generated transcripts so far: it is absolutely necessary to let a native speaking human proofread and correct the transcripts, at
least when you plan to display them. In case you will only use them for searching, you
might be satisfied with the delivered quality. Therefore, you will need a tool to process
it efficiently.
For this purpose we again performed a small market research and found three solutions: the online tool VTT Creator [9], the subtitle editor from YouTube [10] and the
very simple combination of a text editor (in our case Windows Edit) and our Video
Portal VITAL.
VTT Creator offers a free, web based solution, which does not require any local
installations. It has an integrated speech-to-text service, and offers a quite comfortable
editor for correcting / adding subtitles, which is depicted in Fig. 6. The final file can be
exported in WebVTT format for further usage.

Fig. 6. VTT Creator online subtitle editor

For us the tool had several drawbacks: first the speech-to-text service is only available for English language (our main study language is German), second you have to
upload the video files on the platform in order to take advantage of the service. Since
our files have a size of up to 10 GB, the upload took a very long time, hence this solution
was not feasible for us. We also measured the time it takes, to manually correct 10
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minutes of a video transcript. All in all this took 77 minutes, also caused by the quite
time consuming navigation within the user interface. In comparison to the finally by us
chosen solution (see below) this takes more than 3 times longer.
YouTube also offers a subtitle service, which is depicted in Fig. 5. YouTube offers
a speech-to-text service for a vast number of languages including German, however,
the quality – especially in connection with medical terms – was poor. Again, an upload
of the files is required, which is due to the size of the videos and in case of YouTube
also copyright issues not feasible for us.
Next we tried to find free available offline WebVTT editors. In this connection we
found Aegisub [11] and DivXLand [12]. Aegisub is a free open source tool, however,
development was deceased in 2014, hence it does not support WebVTT format, which
did not exist at that time. DivXLand offers only a Windows 8 version, but no Windows
10 version. The Windows 8 version does not smoothly work with Windows 10, so we
skipped both options quickly.
Finally, the simplest solution turned out to be the best one. We used a simple text
editor – in our case Windows edit, but any other ASCII editor would do it as well – in
combination with our video portal VITAL (see Fig. 4). The person correcting the by
AWS Amazon transcribe automatically created files opened them in a text editor and
used the time codes in the file in order to navigate with the VITAL player to the positions in the video, which were not correctly transcribed and corrected the text directly
in the WebVTT file. In order to better understand the spoken words a headset is highly
recommended. With this process you have to take care only not to destroy the time code
sections of the WebVTT file, hence only editing the text itself. However, since the format is very simple, this can be easily explained to the correcting person.

3

Experiences and Results

In general, we can say, the transcript quality significantly varied between a live recording (with students in the lecture room) and a recording made in an empty lecture
room. We assume the main reason for this is the much higher background noise in a
full lecture room made by the students. Hence, the manual correction effort in transcripts created from live recordings was higher.
The very best automatically generated transcript quality you receive by having a
person recorded in an empty room with no background noise reading directly (and monotonously) from a script. Since this is a clear contradiction to doing a good presentation (it can be compared by a speaker who only reads from a paper and does not speak
freely), we can state that technically it will be never possible to achieve 100% (or even
close to 100%) accuracy with the automated speech-to-text process. Manual correction
by humans will be always necessary in order to receive a 100% syntactically correct
transcript.
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3.1

Experiences

Before giving you some concrete numbers, we share our observations. First, we discovered, that the automatically generated transcript quality varies depending on the
German dialect spoken. We are a university in Austria, and Austrian German varies in
pronunciation and words from German German. Since Austria is with 8 millions inhabitants rather small in comparison to Germany (83 million), language transcription companies focus on German German, rather than the Austrian version. Since we have also
some teachers from Germany, we could easily compare the quality of the transcript,
and underline this hypothesis.
Second, even though German is our main language, many teachers use English
words during their lessons for international technical terms or common words such as
“review”. Here the automatic transcription service totally failed, hence tried to replace
the English words with a German word sounding similar. However, this was not a big
surprise, since the automatic transcript software works on phonetics and it expects only
German words in our case.
Third, we had several lessons where teachers showed videos in their lessons. Since
most of those videos where in English, the transcription software failed due to expecting
German language. However, even worse, in most of those lessons the teacher talks in
parallel to the video giving additional explanations or translations, which made it even
impossible for a human to understand all the words. The automatic transcription software completely failed.
Abbreviations – such as DNA, ALS – also result in a complete failure for the transcript software. Again, this is no surprise, since abbreviations are neither unambiguous nor can they be usually identified by humans to 100%. Here maybe extra, manually built, expert vocabulary will help, which is supported by main transcription services, also by the by us chosen AWS Amazon Transcribe. Of course this is connected
to further human labor efforts.
Furthermore, we noticed, that connected words are not transcribed correctly. This
is a special phenomenon with German language, where a lot of very long words based
on the connection of basic words exist. For example, “qualitymanagement” is in German one word, and not two. However, this is only a minor issue since the transcript
can be still understood despite not being fully grammatically correct.
Last but not least, punctuation marks are very often not put correctly in sentences.
Our assumption is that in case a speaker makes a longer break at the end of the sentence, an end of sentence point is automatically set. Even though this should be good
practice in a good speech, it does not happen frequently in our lecture talks, which
have somehow more live character, e.g. interrupted by questions from students.
3.2

Concrete numbers

During the manual correction process, we recorded the labor time necessary in order
to achieve a syntactically correct transcript. These numbers give a rough estimation
how much human labor time you have to invest:
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• For 10 minutes video recorded in an empty lecture room (see above, higher transcript
quality) about 26 minutes correction time are needed, which is a factor of about 1:2.6
• For a 10 min video recorded in a full lecture room (see above, lower transcript quality) about 32 minutes were needed, which corresponds to a factor of about 1:3.2
• For a 10 min video where the teacher simply reads down a script (see above, no free
speaking – highest transcript quality) about 20 min are needed for manual correction,
resulting in a factor of 1:2

4

Conclusions and Future Work

As the most important result of our work, we can state, even though the quality of the
speech-to-text service varies significantly, doing it from scratch – without the automated transcripts, respectively – would require much more time! Because in this case
you have to create also the WebVTT format with the time codes and you have no text
basis to start with. Therefore, the semi-automatic process, chosen by us, turned out to
be the most efficient way in terms of pricing and invested human labor efforts.
For the set-up of the entire Open Cast platform and in particular for the integration
of adding semi-automatical subtitles in your existing technical workflow, we strongly
recommend utilizing help from external experts. Regarding this, we made very good
experiences with the non-profit organisation Elan e.V. [15], who provide professional
help with the set-up and maintenance of the Open Cast platform for reasonable prices.
For all students, who do not have the language spoken in the recorded videos as their
mother tongue, subtitles help to improve understanding the content. This is also true for
places with high background noises (e.g. on the bus, in a restaurant) and in places where
you cannot use audio because you would disturb other people. By adding subtitles, we
expect to make the learning process more efficient for the students by giving them more
options.
We plan to use the transcript also as a basis for scripts, which teachers (or students)
may want to prepare for their lessons. Even though it still requires some work for formatting, a lot of time for writing is saved.
The transcript with time codes can be used for a frame-accurate search. Since the
whole text is tagged with time codes the search can also be extended on the video content. Hence as a search result the exact position within the video can be found.
Last but not least, we plan to use the automatically generated transcripts to be translated in other languages used at our university, which is in our case English (German is
the main language). The service [8], chosen by us, currently offers 32 languages. Once
a speech transcript is received it can be easily translated into other languages. This will
make our recorded lectures also accessible to students not capable of speaking the German language. However, this implies a manual quality assurance because you need a
syntactically and semantically error-free text in order to receive reasonable results from
the automatic translation software.
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